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ll Air Systems, Inc. and their affiliates have been licensed contractors in
Nevada for over 25 years. A long standing reputation of innovation, creativity and
commitment to quality has afforded All Air Systems the privilege of working on numerous
multi-million dollar custom homes. It is this unparalleled expertise that All Air Systems
brings to The New American Home®.
Aisin World Corp. of America (AWA) an affiliate of Toyota Group has manufactured
natural gas heat pumps for over 20 years. AWA’s proven gas heat pumps (GHP) are
designed to provide unsurpassed consumer comfort while reducing electric and gas
consumption, emissions and energy costs. GHP technology is common place in Japan
with over 600,000 installed.
All Air Systems and AWA will provide The New American Home® with the most energyefficient, quiet and design-flexible integrated air conditioning product on the market. The
GHP provides architectural versatility and design freedom never before experienced. The
builder has potential cost reductions and unlimited construction flexibility -- benefits
conventional heating and cooling equipment cannot provide. This is a highly efficient
system that reduces energy costs. It also contributes to environmental preservation as it
uses minimal electricity – hence saving water and primary fuel required to produce
electricity. And because this GHP uses its engine waste heat in heating mode, it outperforms the most efficient gas heating system available in the market today.
Aisin’s GHP and its cutting edge Smart Living Technology will be certified to Underwriters
Laboratories standards and be Energy Star rated (pending). Today’s homeowner
demands a simple, comfortable, and convenient choice of lifestyle. Only the Aisin GHP
can provide the benefits to meet these lifestyle requirements and high expectations of
energy efficiency and comfort.
All Air Systems and AWA are ready to exceed the expectations of the NCHI committee
and the NAHB show attendees with the unique distinctions of GHP technology.
We look forward to being a part of The New American Home®.
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Gas Heat Pump (GHP)
₪ Most efficient integrated heating and cooling system on the market
today

₪ Proven and perfected in Japan
₪ Designed for operation in high ambient temperatures, such as the
desert Southwest

₪ Versatile system that offers architectural flexibility
₪ One outdoor unit supports up to 20 zones
₪ Captures and utilizes waste heat, making it 50% more efficient than a
gas forced air furnace

₪ Uses minimal electricity
₪ Powered by natural gas
₪ Provides cost savings in reducing electric peak demand and time of
use charges

₪ Underwriters Laboratories (UL) and Energy Star certification pending
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Gas Heat Pump (GHP)
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Gas Heat Pump (GHP)

AISIN Multiple Zone
Gas Heat Pump (GHP)
Innovation. Comfort.

Architectural flexibility and design capabilities that
support multiple zones with individual climate controls
Ducted or ductless, no design constraints
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Gas Heat Pump (GHP)

One-of-a-Kind Benefits

Natural
Gas Heat
Pump

Electric
Heat
Pump

Electric
Heat
Pump
(VRV) *

Natural
Gas
Forced Air
Furnace

Electric
A/C
Condenser

Up to 20 zones with
individual climate control

√

X

√

X

X

Locate remotely from house
(up to 300 ft)

√

X

√

X

X

Ducted and/or Ductless
air handlers

√

X

√

X

X

Quieter than 57 db

√

X

√

X

X

Environmentally friendly
(Saves water & primary fuel)

√

X

X

√

X

Recovers waste heat

√

X

X

X

X

Reduces electric panel size

√

X

X

√

X

Supplements cost of heating
domestic hot water

√

X

X

X

X

Collegiate panels
(Custom college mascot
emblem)

X

√

X

X

√

* Variable Refrigerant Volume
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Architectural / Space Design Planning

₪ Allows an open and flexible floor plan
₪ One outdoor unit supports up to 20 zones
₪ Locate outdoor unit remote from the home
₪ Standard 2 pipe refrigerant lines
₪ No roof penetrations for gas exhaust venting
₪ Reduces electric panel size
₪ Air handler flexibility
₪ Space saving design
₪ Versatile and reliable
₪ Simplified piping design
₪ Ductless and ducted air handlers
₪ Compact air handler module design
₪ Smart comfort designed for easy living
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Features (continued)
“Green” Building

₪ Systems Engineering
₪ Allows for up to 20 air handlers/zones per outdoor
condensing unit with individual climate control
₪ Reduces electric panel requirements

₪ Reduces interior natural gas lines to furnace locations,
eliminates roof penetrations for furnace vents
₪ Reduces plenum and duct work through multiple zoning

₪ Enhances architectural flexibility with multiple zoning

₪ Energy Efficient
₪ Uses minimal electricity
₪ Most efficient heating and cooling system available
₪ Reduces primary energy used to generate electricity
₪ 150% efficient heating reducing natural gas use
₪ Reduced emissions over generating electricity at a power
plant

₪ Water Efficient
₪ Reduces water consumed to generate electricity
(estimated at 20-25,000 gallons annual savings,
per 16 ton GHP)
₪ Supplements hot water heating reducing gas
consumption used in hot water heater
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“Green” Building (continued)

₪ 80% reduction in electric demand
₪ Reduced heating and cooling operating costs
through multiple air handlers, one condensing
unit, high efficiency heating and cooling
₪ Multiple air handlers allow reduced energy
consumption

₪ Up to 50% more efficient in heating than gas furnace
₪ Uses waste heat like a combined heat & power
(CHP) system

₪ Saves electricity use (80% less)
₪ Reduces “time of use” and overall electric cost
₪ Overall operating cost is less than electric
₪ Enhanced energy efficiency
₪ Improved indoor air quality
₪ GHP heats, cools and supplements domestic hot water heating
saving energy and cost

₪ Compatible with Smart Living concept
₪ Site amenities and landscape
₪ Can place condenser up to 300 ft from the house,
only one GHP condenser compared to 3 or 4
conventional electric units
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Technology Advantage

₪ Long maintenance intervals
(6000+ hours of operation between scheduled maintenance)

₪ Proven “built for purpose” components
₪ Specifically designed for high ambient temperatures
₪ Quiet (less than 57db)
₪ Advanced zoning capabilities
₪ Instant heat or cooling
₪ Multiple zones with individual climate controls
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Architectural /Space Design Planning

₪ 1 GHP condensing unit replaces at least 3, 5 ton electric units
₪ Reduced electric panel size
₪ Noise reduction
₪ Eliminates roof penetrations
₪ Reduced electrical home runs
₪ Replaces at least 3 gas furnaces
₪ Eliminates venting and combustion air openings
₪ Roof lines more pleasing
₪ Eliminates vent piping
₪ Multiple air handler zones
₪ Up to 20 air handler zones
₪ Less duct work
₪ Reduce soffit cost
₪ Flexibility in air handler placement
₪ Ultimate in zoning control
₪ Allows for entertainment comfort
₪ Air handlers sized to meet specific requirements and
zones
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Benefits (continued)
“Green” Advantage

₪ Saves on energy cost
₪ Reduced heating and cooling cost*

₪ Estimated 35% on 6000-7500 sq. ft. home
₪ 80% natural gas furnace
₪ supplemental hot water, pool/spa heating

₪ Multiple zoning allows for reduced energy consumption through
temperature set back for each zone

₪ More energy efficient
₪ 80% reduction in electric peak
₪ 150% heating efficiency

₪ 50% more efficient than a gas forced air furnace

₪ Lower emissions than electric power plant produced power
₪ Saves electricity and water to generate power

(20-25,000 gallons annually based savings, per 16 ton GHP)

*Percentages vary by location.
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Technology Advantage

₪ Ultimate in comfort and indoor quality
₪ Multiple air handlers allow for specific, customized temperature
settings to meet individual or group event temperature requirements

₪ Elimination of air conditioning noise since condensing unit is
remote from the home and entertainment areas

₪ Air handler speed customized to individual or group event
requirements

₪ Air supply temperature hotter in heat mode than electric heat pump
₪ Cooling capacity designed for desert heat
₪ Added domestic hot water heating capacity for special occasions or
guests

₪ One condenser compared to 3 or 4 conventional allowing for more
outdoor living space

₪ Customization of individual rooms or zones
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ll Air Systems, Inc. is the leading Heating, Ventilating, Air Conditioning (HVAC)
contractor for natural gas unitary package and split/remote systems for the commercial
and residential market. With expertise in gaseous type unitary heating and cooling
equipment, All Air Systems has established and developed application engineering of
HVAC for gas cooling and heating (GHP) systems. All Air Systems has the expertise in
gas HVAC unparalleled in the southwest region.
All Air Systems is built upon a solid foundation; over 40 years of engineering, design,
installation and service with proven performance. All Air Systems serves more than
6,000 residential and commercial customers in the Southern Nevada region.
All Air Systems believes in providing quality customer service and support. Our staff is
committed to providing unsurpassed comfort to each customer.
All Air Systems joined an alliance with AISIN Seiki Co., Ltd. and AISIN World of
American (AWA), an affiliate of Toyota group and has become the distributor for the
AISIN energy product lines. With this alliance, All Air Systems has received factory
training, ongoing technical support in parallel to local factory representation.
All Air Systems would like to invite you to an “on-site” product presentation here in Las
Vegas at our technology center.
Thank you for the opportunity to present to you an outstanding product that we know
will match “The Concept” of The New American Home® in 2009.

Tommis Young, President
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isin Group is a $20.2 billion company headquartered in Kariya
A
City, Aichi, Japan. The Aisin Group is a worldwide supplier of automotive

Simplicity. Perfected.

parts and systems as well as lifestyle and energy related products,
including gas heat pumps (GHP). The Aisin Group has subsidiaries in
Japan, China, Europe, United States, and the Asia Pacific.
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The Aisin Group has 28 manufacturing, research & development and
sales centers, and approximately 10,000 employees in North America.
To date, Aisin has supplied more than 150,000 GHP systems to markets
around the world.
In North America, Aisin is represented by Aisin World Corp. of America.
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All Air Systems
Tommis Young
President
2953 Westwood Dr.
Las Vegas, NV 89109
(702) 871-4646
tyoung@allairsystems.com

Aisin World Corp. of America
Junichi Mukai
General Manager, Chicago Office
200 W. 22nd St., Suite 253
Lombard, IL 60148
(603) 495-5480 ext. 110
jmukai@aisinworld.com
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